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Abstract: Acquired immune deficiency syndrome is a deadly disease caused by HIV, declared as a 
global catastrophe engulfing millions of lives per year. It took ~1.8 million lives in the year 2010 alone, 
as per reports of UNAIDS. HIV-1 is an enveloped retrovirus, having genome composed of two copies of 
ssRNA. It attacks the T-lymphocytes of the hosts, causes several multifaceted immune failures and finally 
leads to fatality. Our articles focuses on small regulatory tat (transactivator of transcription) gene which is 
responsible for the initiation and elongation of viral transcription through the LTR transactivation. It 
consists of two exons combining to form protein of 101 amino acids that enhances the efficiency of 
viral transcription. Tat exon 1(1-72) is important for viral transcription and Tat exon 2 (73-101) is 
important for cell adhesion and several activities like cellular uptake of the exogenous Tat, apoptosis, 
improvement of HIV-1 replication and IL-2 super induction in HIV-1-infected T cells. Tat plays vital 
role in LTR transcription, reverse transcriptions, Kaposi’s sarcoma, neuropathogenesis, 
immunosuppression, concluding its importance. Eventually in future approaches, tat gene can be 
targeted for gene based drug targeting as Tat exon 1 is quite conserved and Tat exon 2 has important 
conserved motifs, which can behave as potent drug targets. Our review recommends to focus over tat 
gene, which might prove as a lead in HIV research, which should be treated with ssense of urgency.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 The Human Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 (HIV-
1) is a deadly virus which is engulfing millions of lives 
every year globally. It has been reported that in 2010, 
~34 million people are living with HIV. Over 7000 new 
HIV infections in a day happen according to the UN 
AIDS report of 2010. Of those around 97% are from 
lower and middle income countries. About 1000 are 
children of under 15 years of age and 6000 are adults, 
out of which 48% are women. This is really an 
alarming point to be brought to the notice of world 
population. AIDS is engulfing human race with an 
extremely fast pace, which needs to be monitored and 
slowed down. The slow down process can be fueled up 
by gene based drug targeting which may help human 
race to combat with the virus.  
 The genome of the virus is a dimerized linear, 
positive-sense, single-stranded RNA, with each 
monomer of 7-13 kilobases (kb) in size. The viral 
genomic RNA is present as a homodimer of two 
identical sequences; hence the viruses are diploid 

functionally. HIV encodes three polyprotein precursors 
(Gag, Pol, Env) which are required for the formation of 
infectious viral particles by infected cells. HIV-1 
encodes for two regulatory proteins, which are required 
for viral gene expression at the transcriptional and post-
transcriptional levels in infected cells (tat and rev) and 
accessory genes (vif, vpr, vpu and nef). HIV is 
enveloped virus, it have outer envelope which consists 
of gp120 (Surface glycoprotein) and gp41 
(transmembrane glycoprotein). Both help in attachment 
and recognition to cells to entry. Other structural 
proteins are Matrix (MA) p24 and Capsid (CA) p17. 
HIV-1 Tat is a small protein that localizes to the 
nucleus of infected cells, acting as a potent 
transcriptional activator that is required for the 
synthesis of the full length viral RNA. The HIV-1 Tat 
protein plays a central role in the regulation of HIV-1 
gene expression both at the level of transcription and 
protein synthesis.HIV is a member of the lentivirus 
subfamily of retroviruses that produces chronic 
infection in the host and gradually damages the host’s 
immune system. HIV-1 is the predominant type in the 
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world. On the basis of genetic similarities, the virus 
strains can be distinguishly classified into types, groups 
and subtypes. The virus is divided into type 1 HIV-1 
and HIV-2 based on genetic variations. Worldwide, the 
predominant virus is HIV-1, the strains of HIV-1 can be 
classified into three groups: the “major” group M, the 
“outlier” group O and new group, N (non-M/non-O). 
Group M is the most important, being widely 
distributed in the world. Group M is divided into nine 
subtypes, A to K. Moreover, these subtypes recombine 
to generate a Circulating Recombinant Form (CRF) that 
is considered to be a new subtype. HIV-1 primarily 
infects CD4+ T-lymphocytes and 
monocytes/macrophages, but also astrocytes and cells 
of the central nervous system (brain microglial cells) 
are targets. Virus replication leads to a slow and 
progressive destruction of the immune system. HIV-1 
makes use of the replication machinery of the host cell, 
which minimizes the number of potential viral targets. 
HIV has genetic blueprint made of Ribonucleic Acid 
(RNA) instead of Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) and 
replicates through reverse transcription. HIV is 
enveloped virus, it have outer envelope which consists 
of gp120 (Surface glycoprotein) and gp41 
(transmembrane glycoprotein). Both help in attachment 
& recognition to cells to entry. Other structural proteins 
are Matrix (MA) p24 and Capsid (CA) p17. Outer lipid 
membrane is derived from cells during the process of 
viral budding, enzymes involved are: Integrase (IN), 
Reverse Transcriptase (RT) and Protease. The genome 
of the virus is a dimerized linear, positive-sense, single-
stranded RNA, with each monomer of 7-13 kilobases 
(kb) in size. The viral genomic RNA is present as a 
homodimer of two identical sequences; hence the 
viruses are diploid functionally. HIV-1 genome encodes 
for three structural genes (gag, pol and env), regulatory 
genes (tat and rev) and accessory genes (vif, vpr, vpu 
and nef). HIV-1 primarily infects CD4+ T-lymphocytes 
and monocytes/macrophages, but also astrocytes and 
cells of the central nervous system (brain microglial 
cells) are targets. Virus replication leads to a slow and 
progressive destruction of the immune system. HIV-1 
makes use of the replication machinery of the host cell, 
which minimizes the number of potential viral targets 
(Schiralli and Henderson, 2012).  

 
HIV/AIDS epidemiology: HIV/AIDS is declared as a 
global catastrophe which is affecting millions of lives 
and is proving as major health hazard. According to 
2010 reports on the global AIDS epidemic, this global 
epidemic is a major concern today as approximately 38 
million people globally are living with HIV/AIDS and 
more than 4.1 million people acquired new infection 
after 2005 and around 2.8 million people lost their 

precious lives to AIDS. Globally, approximately than 
25 million people with HIV died since the pandemic 
began, out which approximately 50 lakhs of population 
belongs to United States. 1990s proved to be a major 
peak decade which reported maximum infection rates. 
HIV/AIDS has emerged as a health and development 
hazard over the past decade and the disease has crept to 
every corner of the world and is still rapidly growing. 
The numbers of people living with HIV have continued 
to rise, due to population growth and, more recently, the 
life-prolonging effects of antiretroviral therapy. In sub-
Saharan Africa, the region with the largest burden of 
the AIDS epidemic, data also indicate that the HIV 
incidence rate has peaked in most countries. HIV 
prevalence has been reported to be declining in four 
states in India, including Tamil Nadu, where prevention 
efforts were scaled up in the late 1990s. However, HIV 
prevalence is increasing in some countries, China, 
Indonesia, Papua New Guinea and Viet Nam and also 
there are signs of HIV outbreaks in Bangladesh and 
Pakistan and Africa remain the global epicenter of the 
AIDS pandemic. HIV subverts the working of human 
immune system which in turn makes infected people 
more susceptible to various infectious diseases. The 
most devastating result of HIV infection is AIDS which 
is one of the most serious health hazards in the world 
till date. The first HIV case was identified in 1981 and 
since then AIDS has engulfed millions of lives which 
marks a terrible loss on Indian and global health status 
economy. Despite advances in HIV/AIDS research, the 
pandemic continues to undermine lives, communities 
and societies. There is no cure for AIDS or a vaccine to 
prevent infection. Scientific, medical, logistical and 
operational challenges remain to make HIV therapies, 
prevention services and other interventions available to 
poor countries. If left unchecked, HIV/AIDS will 
continue to have devastating consequences around the 
world for decades to come in every sector of society. 

 
Tat (transactivator of transcription): a vital 
regulatory gene: Tat is a regulatory gene which 
encodes for the Tat protein, which is a small protein of 
101 amino acids. Amino acids from 1-72 belong to Tat 
exon 1 and 72-101 belong to Tat exon 2 (Debaisieux et 
al., 2012). Tat exon 1 plays a vital role in viral 
transcription and Tat exon 2, which was initially 
considered to be non essential, is now said to be of 
great importance in cell adhesion and indirectly 
essential for viral transcription and cell apoptosis 
Cytoskeleton-related functions as cell morphology, 
proliferation, chemotaxis, polarization and actin 
polymerization are studied to be deeply altered in 
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absence of Tat exon 2. There are emerging findings that 
the Tat exon 2 is important for optimal transactivation 
and virus replication. Two short motifs in Tat exon 2 
have great functional importance. The first is RGD 
motif that is used as a cell adhesion signal for binding 
to cellular integrins (Brake et al., 1990). This RGD 
motif however not found in HIV-2 or SIV is the 
important protein portion for cellular uptake. Second is 
ESKKKVE motif which is conserved in most HIV-1 
Tat protein and is partially preserved in HIV-2 and SIV 
Tat. It also plays extracellular role in increasing AIDS 
pathogenesis and progression. Among the HIV 
regulatory genes, Tat has a fundamental function in 
HIV pathogenesis and disease progression. If Tat is 
absent the virus may still be able to infect the cell, but it 
will not replicate. Tat is produced very early after HIV 
infection, even before the virus integrates into the host 
cell's genetic machinery. Moreover, Tat is necessary for 
the virus to replicate within the host cells and also to 
infect naive cells as acutely infected cells have the 
potential of releasing Tat and it leads to recruitment and 
activation of other uninfected cells. This provides new 
cells for the virus to infect, helping to spread the HIV 
infection throughout the body in a very fast pace. Tat 
plays many important roles and has vital functions in 
HIV pathogenesis, which are covered briefly in the 
article. Tat is a major viral transactivator required for 
HIV-1 replication. In the nucleus Tat greatly stimulates 
the synthesis of full-length transcripts from the HIV-1 
promoter by causing efficient transcriptional 
elongation. Tat induces elongation by directly 
interacting with the bulge of the Transactivation 
Response (TAR) RNA, a hairpin-loop located at the 5'-
end of all nascent viral transcripts and by recruiting 
cellular transcriptional co-activators. Tat binds to a 
short nascent stem bulge loop leader RNA (TAR), 
consisting of base paired stem, a small (trinucleotide) 
non base paired bulge and a 6-nucleotide Guanine rich 
loop. Tat interacts with a 59-nucleotide stem-loop TAR 
RNA and hence transactivates the viral LTR-promoter 
and Tat also recruits the positive transcription 
elongation complex-b (pTEF-b) (Tahirov et al., 2010), 
which consists of CDK9 and cyclin T1 that 
hyperphosphorylates the C-Terminal Domain (CTD) of 
RNA polymerase II, which has a very vital role in 
enhancing viral transcription (Jager et al., 2011). 
Inhibition of P-TEFb activity is governed by Hexim1 
that act on Cdk9 and Cyclin T1. HIV-1 Tat/TAR 
complex abolish Hexim1 inhibition, helping in 
transcription of viral genes (Czudnochowski et al., 

2012). Tat can very easily be translocated across the 
cell lipid membrane, its mechanism is studies via NMR 
studies by researchers, which makes it extremely 
dangerous and it help in intensifying the viral 
pathogenesis (Herce and Garcia, 2007). The error prone 
methodology of HIV-1 replication results in varied viral 
sequences, but Tat can very intelligently retain its 
complex functions in viral gene expression and 
replication, mechanism to which is still unknown. 
Important amino acid positions in Tat are conserved 
and it also conserves the correlated pairs which have 
important role in functioning of Tat (Dey et al., 2012). 
Human Endogenous Retroviruses (HERVs) constitute 
8% of human genome and recent studies have 
demonstrated that Tat plays a vital role in setting off 
expression of HERV-K (HML-2) in the intensifying 
infection (Gonzalez-Hernandez et al., 2012). Recent 
finding also point towards the role of Tat in 
neuropathogenesis, as reports state that endolysosomes 
take active involvement in HIV-1 Tat induced 
neurotoxicity posing as target for therapeutics against 
HAND (Hui et al., 2012). 
 
Tat structure: Tat encodes a protein of 101 amino 
acids (Fig. 1), which is encoded by two exons; exon 1 
and exon 2 separated by huge intron (López-Huertas et 
al., 2010). The Tat protein has six functional domains 
(acidic, cysteine rich, core, basic, glutamine rich and 
RGD motif). Highly conserved regions within the 
domains of tat gene regulate its functions. But the Tat 
protein of the different HIV subtypes shows variations in 
these amino acid sequences. Amino acids forming Tat 
exon 1 are highly conserved and comprise five regions 
that are needed for transactivation of the viral LTR 
promoter. The first three regions constitute a minimal 
activation domain capable of binding to cyclin T1. The 
combined results from many laboratories have permitted 
an arbitrary demarcation of “domains” (or functional 
region) in Tat protein (Kuppuswamy et al., 1989). 
 
Tat exon 1: HIV-1 Tat exon 1 comprises of encodes for 
71 amino acids. This exon is divided into five domains, 
which are named according to their composition. 
 
Domain 1: acidic (1-21 aa): The N-terminus of Tat 
protein is a proline rich region called acidic region and 
has a conserved Trp11 residue. Mutation in this region 
can be tolerated by virus without causing any major 
change without loss of biological activity. 1-20 aa is also 
called as neutralization antibody epitope of Tat protein. 
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Fig. 1: Diagrammatic representation of HIV-1 Tat: Tat exon 1: Domain 1: Acidic/Proline-rich region, Domain 2: 

Cysteine-rich region. Domain 3: Core region, Domain 4: Basic region, Domain 5: Glutamine-rich region; 
followed by Tat exon 2 

 
Domain 2: cysteine rich (22-37 aa): The cysteine rich 
region contain seven conserved cysteines amino acid at 
positions 22, 23, 27, 30, 31, 34 and 37 and these are 
also highly conserved between different isolates of 
HIV-1s (except subtype C have C31S variation). 
Individual mutations in six of the seven cysteines 
(except C31S) may abolish regular function of Tat. 
These cysteines appear to be free and they are also 
proposed as a metal chelating (bound to Zinc) 
dimerization domains (Frankel et al., 1988). This region 
has also been showed to be used for intra-molecular 
disulfide bond formation in monomeric molecule of Tat 
protein found inside cell (Koken et al., 1994). The 
cysteine residues at position 31 are critical for binding 
to the NMDA receptor on neurons which increase 
neurotoxicity (Li et al., 2008): 
 
Domain 3: core (38-48 aa): This domain contains a 
RKGLGI motif that is conserved between HIV-1, HIV-
2 and SIV Tat. This region, in conjunction with the 
amino terminus and cysteine rich domain, has been 
suggested to confine to the minimal activation domain 
of HIV-1 Tat (Derse et al., 1991). Also called as central 
domain, it contains the conserved 36VCFT39 motif 
involved in tubulin binding and apoptosis and the 
41KGLGI45 motif that constitutes the minimal 
activation domain: 

 
Domain 4: TAR binding basic (49-59 aa): This 
domain contains a basic RKKRRQRRR motif. These 
amino acids are important for TAR-RNA binding 
properties of Tat and are important for nuclear 
localization of the protein (Ruben et al., 1989). Recent 
studies shows that this short domain may be 
insufficient in determining the entire specificity of 
Tat-TAR binding since amino acids outside of the 
basic domain also contribute to this interaction 
(Graeble et al., 1993). This domain contains the 
nuclear localization signal 49RKKRRQRRR57 
necessary for binding to TAR and also this region is 
the minimal neurotoxic region causing cell death. 

Domain 5: glutamine rich region (60-72 aa): This 
domain also has a very vital role as amino acids of this 
domain are conserved and involved in Tat mediated 
apoptosis of T-cells, leading to infection and disease 
progression, supporting healthy stay of virus in the host. 
 
Tat exon 2: Tat exon 2(73-101 aa) is the region which 
contains two main motifs: A 78RGD80 sequence 
involved in cell adhesion and the 86ESKKKVE92 
motif important for NF-kB transactivation. Tat exon 2 
has been involved in several activities as the cellular 
uptake of the exogenous Tat, apoptosis through 
increasing activity of caspase-8, improvement of HIV-1 
replication in tissue culture and primary PBLs and IL-2 
superinduction in HIV-1-infected T cells after 
CD3/CD28 co-stimulation. Both extra and intracellular 
Tat display the same structure, but this protein acts 
differently when is synthesized inside the cell during 
HIV-1 infection than when is released from infected 
cells. Intracellular Tat is able to protect cells from 
apoptosis (Stauber and Pavlakis, 1998), whereas 
extracellular Tat is considered a pro-apoptotic factor 
that contributes to AIDS-associated 
immunosuppression and pathologies as Kaposi’s 
sarcoma, dementia and degenerative diseases. One pro-
apoptotic mechanism described for extracellular Tat 
involves its attachment to microtubules and to the actin 
cytoskeleton, altering the cytoskeleton dynamics. 
Cytoskeleton is involved in cell motility, proliferation 
and intracellular trafficking, as well as in cell shape 
maintenance and polarity. Actin filaments, actin-
binding proteins and microtubules are not only essential 
for regulating cell death, but also play a major role in 
HIV-1 infection. Deregulation of gene expression was 
4-fold higher in T cells expressing intracellular Tat 101 
than Tat truncated at Tat exon 2 (Tat72).  
 To check upon the efficiency of Tat, a mutant 
infectious clone was engineered by introducing a stop 
codon at amino acid 72 in the Tat open reading frame. 
It was seen that this mutant replicated very slowly as 
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compared to the wild-type in peripheral blood 
lymphocytes (Mayol et al., 2007). Studies have 
suggested a critical role for the glutamic acids at 
positions 92, 94 and 96 or lysines at positions 88, 89 
and 90, present in Tat exon 2 in activating NF-kB, 
transactivating the HIV-1 LTR and enhancing HIV-1 
replication in T cells (Mahlknecht et al., 2008). 
Cytoskeleton-related functions as cell morphology, 
proliferation, chemotaxis, polarization and actin 
polymerization were studied to be deeply altered in 
Jurkat Tat 101, but not in Jurkat-Tat 72 and expression 
of cell surface receptors was impaired by intracellular 
Tat101 but not by Tat 72. These all studies show that 
these modifications were greatly dependent on Tat exon 
2 (López-Huertas et al., 2010).  
 
HIV-1 TAT functions: Primary role for Tat is in 
regulating transcription from the HIV-1 promoter 
region termed the LTR. Tat also has other major roles 
to play. Tat has intense effect on both HIV-1-infected 
and uninfected cells and actively contributes to the 
pathology of AIDS. For example; Kaposi's sarcoma 
lesions are caused by the direct interaction of Tat with a 
basic Fibroblast Growth Factor (bFGF), Tat inhibits the 
proliferation of uninfected T cells by the repression of 
MHC-1transcription and contributes to the dementia 
associated with AIDS. Tat induces an 
immunosuppressive effect on uninfected macrophages 
by increasing the expression of Fas ligand. Extracellular 
Tat regulates the expression of the HIV-1 co-receptor 
CXC-chemokine receptor 4 on T-lymphocytes 
(CXCR4). During HIV infection transcripts of Tat are 
found before integration and lead to increased T-
lymphocyte activation and viral replication. Tat is 
secreted by infected cells and is taken up by bystander 
cells in which Tat may either reactivate transcription or 
may exert its harmful functions on cellular mechanisms. 
Other functions have also been attributed to Tat as 
enhancing viral reverse transcription, mimicking 
chemokine functions, suppressing antigen specific CD8+ 
T-cell immune response and thereby upsetting the 
metabolism of host cells. The effect of Tat increases by 
several folds, if it is accompanied by some drugs of abuse 
like methamphetamine, cocaine, alcohol, which intensify 
the potential of Tat (Wires et al., 2012). Tat increases the 
HIV-1 RNA translation rate (Charnay et al., 2009). 
 
Effect of Tat on neurons: Tat induces striking 
increases in levels of intracellular calcium in neurons. 
Initially there is a rush of intracellular calcium followed 
by prolonged increase in concentration of cytoplasmic 
calcium resulting from an influx of extracellular 
calcium (Haughey et al., 1999). This gradually leads 
towards mitochondrial calcium uptake, inhibition of 
electron transport chain, generation of reactive oxygen 

species, activation of caspases and finally results in 
apoptosis (Kruman et al., 1998; New et al., 1997; 
Norman et al., 2007). Tat has an ability to mediate 
neuronal dysfunction by inducing neuronal aggregation 
and combining neuritic processes, which is a vital 
function of RGD (arginine-glycine-aspartic acid) 
sequence present in Tat exon 2 (Kolson et al., 1993). 
Tat is also efficient in causing release of neurotoxic 
substances from glial cells and macrophages (Nath et 
al., 1996). Tat stimulates the production of pro-
inflammatory cytokines (Pulliam et al., 2007) and 
neurotoxins in the brain cells. Tat induces many 
cytokines and chemokines in macrophages and 
astrocytes (D’Aversa et al., 2004) importantly like 
tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-α), monocyte chemo 
attractant factor-1 (MCP-1)/CCL-2 and CXCL-10 
(Eugenin et al., 2005). MCP-1/CCL-2 is a highly potent 
chemoattractant for monocytes. Levels of this 
chemokine are elevated in the CSF and brain of patients 
with HIV dementia. Interestingly, MCP-1/CCL-2 may 
protect neurons against Tat-induced neurotoxicity 
suggesting that this chemokine may act as a double-
edged sword (Buonaguro et al., 1992). 

 
Tat as a chemoattractant: Besides the ability to 
induce the chemokine production, Tat may also have 
some chemoattractant properties for monocytes (El-
Hage et al., 2006). Studies on significant sequence 
homology have shown to be having similarity with key 
residues of functional importance in chemokines 
helping in their potency to attract monocytes. Cross-
desensitization studies have indicated that Tat shares 
receptors with MCP-1, MCP-3 and eotaxin, also CCF 
motif, SYXR motif. The greatest similarity is noted 
with the MCP/CCL family of chemokines. Any 
mutations in CC motif of Tat may impair its 
chemotactic properties (Ranga et al., 2004).  

 
LTR transcription: The HIV-1 LTR serves as the site 
of transcriptional initiation and harbours cis-acting 
elements required for RNA synthesis. The LTR is 
composed of three regions: U3 (for unique, 3' end), R 
(for repeated) and U5 (for unique, 5’ end). 
Transcription initiates at the U3/ R junction. Tat protein 
is expressed initially to regulate the LTR transcription, 
it transactivate the transcription of genome at 
elongation stage. In absence of Tat transcription 
initiation is completed efficiently but aborted at 
elongation stage consequently giving short fragment of 
transcript but in presence of Tat protein dramatically 
increases the level of complete transcripts (Kessler and 
Mathews, 1992). Principal function of Tat is the trans-
activation of the HIV LTR. Tat also transactivates 
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several cellular genes and it has been demonstrated that 
Tat plays a critical function in cytopathogenicity that is 
independent of HIV LTR Transactivation.  
 
Tat is required for HIV reverse transcription: 
Studies have shown that Tat is able to fuel up efficient 
reverse transcription. Tat binding to TAR RNA may 
alter TAR structure so that the initiation of reverse 
transcription is enhanced. Mutations in Tat gene 
genuinely decrease the initiation of reverse transcription 
of HIV-1 replication by 1000 folds. Viruses which 
lack Tat are seen to be defective in endogenous 
assays of reverse transcription, even though they 
have same levels of reverse transcriptase. These 
studies highlight that Tat protein, is important for 
efficient HIV-1 reverse transcription. 
 
Role in Kaposi's sarcoma: The extra-cellular role 
assumed for Tat is its indirect contribution to Kaposi’s 
Sarcoma (KS) associated with AIDS. KS is angiogenic 
lesion, an unusual neoplasm caused by the human 
herpesvirus-8 (HHV-8), which affects the skin of 
elderly males characterized by new blood vessel 
formation, an inflammatory infiltrate and proliferation 
of a spindle-shaped cell population which is considered 
to be the “tumor” cell population of the lesion. 
However, AIDS-related KS (AIDS-KS) is more 
dangerous. Tat induces the growth of primary 
endothelial cells activated with inflammatory cytokines 
(Ensoli et al., 1989) like interferon (IFN)-γ, TNF and 
IL-1β, which are increased in the blood and lesions of 
AIDS-KS individuals which in turn supplement the 
synthesis and release of basic Fibroblast Growth Factor 
(bFGF). Tat competes with bFGF for heparin-binding 
sites, increasing soluble bFGF to high concentrations 
which promote endothelial growth and upregulates the 
integrins α5β1 and α vβ3 receptors for fibronectin and 
vitronectin, respectively, both of which are highly 
expressed in AIDS-KS. One of the similarities between 
fibronectin, vitronectin and subtypes B and D Tat is the 
presence in the C-terminal domain of Tat of an RGD 
motif, which represents the principal cell attachment 
moiety. Based on these observations, it was proposed 
that the Tat protein, in combination with a cytokine 
imbalance, could be a causative agent for AIDS-KS 
Several groups began to investigate the mechanism for 
the angiogenic and tumorigenic effects of Tat (Douglas 
et al., 2007; Courter et al., 2010). 
 
Cell apoptosis: Tat disturbs cellular metabolism by 
inhibiting antigen-specific T lymphocytes proliferation 
and causing apoptosis. Distortion of microtubules 
polymerization causes Tat-induced apoptosis of T-cells. 
LIS1 is a microtubule-associated protein that facilitates 

microtubule polymerization which involves apoptosis, 
autophagy and activation-induced cell death. Tat 
performs the induction of apoptosis through BIM (a 
pro-apoptotic protein of the Bcl-2 family), that 
provokes Bcl-2 anti-apoptotic proteins. Even though 
Tat protein has been reported as a growth factor and 
protector of transfected cell lines against apoptosis 
(Zauli et al., 1995) but in contrast, it has also been 
shown that, Tat in addition to the inhibition of T-cell 
responses to antigens, also increases the apoptotic rate 
of T-cells. Tat has been consistently found to up-
regulate the expression of CD95-fas (Westendorp et al., 
1994; Li et al., 1997). Tat-transfected Jurkat cells 
cultured in low serum show an increased level of 
apoptosis, during experimentation.  
 
Extracellular activity of tat: Tat can easily take an 
exit from transfected cells in the absence of apoptosis 
(Westendorp et al., 1995) showed that Tat is released 
from HIV-infected cells at substantial levels in HIV 
patients. These serum levels are similar to that of many 
cytokines having several functions. Extracellular Tat 
may directly affect HIV replication in vivo and in vitro. 
Tat is released from HIV-1-infected cells. Extracellular 

Tat has the ability to enter the cell and nucleus in an 
active form and to stimulate the transcriptional activity 
of HIV-LTR. Extracellular Tat induces many biological 
effects on target-uninfected cells.  
 
Tat and integrins: The sequence of the Tat exon 2 
contains an RGD motif in the C-terminal domain, 
which is also the key sequence of many extracellular 
matrix proteins like fibronectin and vitronectin that is 
recognized by their receptors of integrin family 
involved in cell adhesion. Brake et al. (1990) showed 
that the RGD sequence of Tat could mediate cell 
adhesion (Ruoslahti, 1996). Several studies indicate that 
integrins can recognize the Tat protein as a substrate. 
Even the basic domain of Tat is also involved in 
integrin-mediated cell adhesion (Vogel et al., 1993). 
Tat-integrin binding exacerbates integrin-extracellular 
matrix ligand interactions.  
 
Tat and immunosuppression: The immune 
suppression seen with AIDS appears to affect cells that 
are not infected with HIV. Several studies have shown 
that there is immunosuppression of non-HIV-infected 
cells from AIDS patients and that the number of 
immunosuppressed cells substantially exceeds that of 
the potentially HIV-infected cells. Tat proteins released 
from HIV-infected cells mediate such immune 
suppression. Tat has been linked to induction of Tcell 
anergy, T-cell apoptosis and to a T-cell hyperactivation 
which appears to prime cells for infection by HIV.  
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Tat and HIV infection: Partially activated T cells 
show increased rate of apoptosis, resulting from an 
incomplete stimulation through T-cell receptor. Tat is 
capable of partial, Tcell activation. HIV does not 
readily infect resting T cells, rather T-cell activation is a 
requisite for HIV infection and it will have detrimental 
effect to the host immune response as well. This role is 
fulfilled by Tat. HIV-infected cells appear to be 
hypersensitive to CD3/CD28 costimulation, with an 
increased production of IL-2. Transfection with Tat has 
been shown to increase IL-2 production. The 
observation of partial T-cell activation by Tat suggested 
that stimulation by extracellular Tat may result in 
improved HIV infection.  
 
Tat in neuropathogenesis: Tat regulatory protein 
actively releases from the cell and interacts with cell 
surface receptors of other uninfected cells in the brain 
leading to cellular dysfunction. The Tat protein is 
highly potent and has the unique ability to travel along 
neuronal pathways. Tat protein has central role in the 
neuropathogenesis of the HIV infection. Tat stimulates, 
Lipoprotein Receptor related Protein (LRP), 
postsynaptic density protein-95 (PSD-95) and the N-
methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA) receptors form a 
macromolecular complex in neurons which leads to 
neuronal injury. The core domain of Tat is also 
involved in interaction with LRP domains II, III and IV. 
Tat can also bind directly to the NMDA receptor 
through Cys-Cys interactions with the extracellular 
domain of the NR-1 subunit (Li et al., 2009) leading to 
further neuropathogenesis. 
 
HIV Tat protein has a role in cell apoptosis and 
growth impairment: HIV-1 Tat protein has 
extracellular activities and affects surrounding cells of 
immune systems to increase complexity of HIV 
pathogenesis. Tat protein affects the cells by interacting 
to cell growth regulatory protein, which lead to 
impairment to cell functions and resulting in cell 
apoptosis or tumor formation. Cyclin B1, an important 
cell cycle regulator, was up-regulated in lymphocytes of 
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)-infected 
patients. It is showed that Tat protein regulates cyclin 
B1 levels in two different ways: first, Tat stimulates the 
transcription of cyclin B1, which increases cyclin B1 
levels and promotes the cells apoptosis; and secondly, 
Tat stimulates polyubiquitination-mediated degradation 
of cyclin B1 through binding to the N-terminal of 
cyclin B1 (aa 61-129) hence Tat-regulating cyclin B1 
affects the status of HIV. Tat stimulates cyclin B1 
expression to slow down the host cell cycle progress 
and to promote the host cell apoptosis, which might 
facilitate HIV release (Zhang et al., 2010). 

 RGD domain of Tat exon 2 is known to interact 
with cell surface adhesions protein integrins by 
mimicking it’s natural ligand i.e., fibronectin, which 
also have RGD domain, RGD motif is crucial to 
interact with integrins and consequently entering to cell 
and also promote various signal pathways. Recently 
RGD motif is also found in a cellular regulatory protein 
named Osteopontin. Osteopontin (OPN) is a 
phosphoglycoprotein that has important physiological 
functions in bone remodeling, immune response and 
inflammation. It is also a tumor-associated protein, 
which mediates tumor transformation and malignant 
progression. Elevated OPN levels have been shown to 
correlate with increased tumor progression and poor 
survival in many solid tumors. RGD plays a major role 
in facilitating the regulatory function of OPN protein, it 
is observed that OPN suppress the apoptosis in tumors 
in RGD dependently, The RGD Domain of OPN 
Mediates Apoptosis Partially via NF-kB Activation.  
 
The importance of tat exon 2: Tat exon 2 has been 
less studied. However, several recent findings from 
HIV-2 and SIV Tat show, that Tat exon 2 contributes 
towards optimal transactivation indirectly. There are 
emerging findings that Tat exon 2 is important for 
transactivation, transrepression (Howcroft et al., 1993) 
and virus replication (Neuveut et al., 2003). Two short 
motifs in the Tat exon 2 of HIV-1 Tat have extreme 
functional importance. The first is RGD motif that is 
used as a cell adhesion signal for binding to cellular 
integrins (Brake et al., 1990) and other is ESKKKVE 
motif which is conserved in most HIV-1 Tat protein and 
has been described as critical for NF-kB transactivation. 
 
RGD motif: Tat exon 2 encodes a 29 amino-acid C-
terminal sequence that is not required for trans-
activation but does contain an RGD motif, which is 
important in binding to αvβ3 and α5β1 integrins (Fig. 2). 
Tat has an unusual property for a transcription factor; it 
can be released and enter cells freely, retaining its 
activity, enabling it to up-regulate a number of genes. 
The HIV-1 Tat protein activates transcription of the 
viral LTR promoter through interaction with the nuclear 
transcription machinery of the host cell. Tat can also 
activate the LTR promoter in inter-cellular manner 
whose mechanism is yet not fully understood, but 
many studies suggest that may be Tat protein itself is 
secreted by cells and taken up by other cells. 
According to this mechanism, inter-cellular 
transcriptional activation by Tat should be very 
similar to intra-cellular trans-activation. A large 
number of cytokine genes were recently reported to be 
Tat-responsive, raising the possibility that such 
cytokines are involved in inter-cellular Tat action. 
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Fig. 2: RGD motif of Tat exon 2 is important for cell adhesion via binding to αvβ3 and α5β1 integrins 
 
Studies suggest that Tat protein itself is exported and 
transported into the nucleus of another cell and Tat exon 2, 
having the RGD motif probably interacts with an integrin 
receptor, required for cellular uptake of the Tat protein 
(Verhoef et al., 1996). 
 
The 86ESKKKVE92 motif: There is important 
contribution of the extreme C terminus of HIV-1 Tat to 
maximize nuclear transcription factor NF-kB activation, 
Long Terminal Repeat (LTR) transactivation and viral 
replication in T cells. Several studies have been done to 
check the importance of the extreme C-terminal of the 
Tat gene, so many C-terminal deletion and substitution 
mutants were made with the infectious clone of HIV 
strains (not having Tat exon 2) and were assayed for 
their ability to transactivate NF-kB-secreted alkaline 
phosphatase and HIV-1 LTR-luciferase reporter 
constructs for low concentrations of Tat. A mutant 
infectious clone of HIV was engineered by introducing 
a stop codon at aa 72 in the Tat open reading frame (not 
having Tat exon 2) replicated at a significantly lower 
rate than the wild-type in primary peripheral blood 
lymphocytes. So studies have suggested a critical role 
for the glutamic acids at positions 92, 94 and 96 or 
lysines at positions 88, 89 and 90, present in the Tat 
exon 2 in activating NF-kB, transactivating the HIV-1 
LTR and enhancing HIV-1 replication in T cells 
(Mahlknecht et al., 2008). 
 HIV Tat proteins are specified by two coding 
exons. Full-length HIV-1 Tat has been shown to have 
several roles, including the modulation of host gene 
expression activation of resting T cells, (induction of 
chemokine production (Izmailova et al., 2003) and 
direct suppression of antigen-specific CD8 T cell 

immune response in vivo. Tat exon 2 is shown to be 
involved in the cellular uptake of the exogenous Tat 
protein (Ma and Nath, 1997). The human translation 
elongation factor 1 binds to Tat exon 2, resulting in a 
frequent decrease of the efficiency of the translation of 
cellular mRNAs (Xiao et al., 1998). Tat induction of 
apoptosis requires expression of Tat exon 2 and is 
associated with the increased activity of caspase-8 
(Bartz and Emerman, 1999). In lymphoid CD4 T cells, 
Tat-mediated activation of cJun N Terminal Kinase 
(JNK) requires Tat exon 2, which is dispensable for the 
activation of MAPK. Tat exon 2 has been shown to 
have a favorable effect on HIV-1 replication in tissue 
culture. Thus, Tat exon 2 plays an important role in 
HIV-1 replication. There is an important role of Tat 
exon 2 in NF-kB activation and LTR mediated 
transcription. It was observed that NF-kB-dependent 
control of HIV-1 transcription by Tat exon 2 in T cells, 
results in enhanced viral replication in primary PBLs. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 Human Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 (HIV-1) 
displays extraordinary genetic variation, leading to the 
classification of the viral strains into phylogenetically 
distinct groups and subtypes. Of the various subtypes of 
HIV-1, subtype C is linked to ~50% of the infections 
globally and is associated with rapidly growing 
epidemics in sub-Saharan Africa and parts of Asia, 
including India and China. In addition to genetic and 
demographic factors, biological properties unique to the 
subtype C viruses may also play a role in their 
exponential proliferation. Precisely it is not known that 
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how Tat exhibits differential pathogenic properties. 
HIV-1 Tat protein is indispensable for HIV/AIDS 
pathogenesis and progression because of its 
transactivation functions and extracellular 
transmodulatory functions. The Tat protein undergoes 
multiple posttranslational modifications, such as 
acetylation, ubiquitination and methylamine, which are 
responsible for the regulation of its interaction rather 
with RNA or/and cellular factors like cyclin-T1, P300 

/CBP and PCAF. Several Analytical studies show that 
most of the target residues of Tat protein, for post- 
translation modification are conserved among the 
amino acids sequences of different and variety of 
patients. HIV-1 C Tat protein may efficient in 
transactivation because it shows stable interaction with 
pTEFb to elongate transcription of viral genome. The 
HIV Tat protein is basically a transactivator protein to 
elevate the transcription of viral genome to produce 
more virions. HIV Tat plays extracellular role by 
mimicking chemokines illustrated the genetic and 
functional qualities of Tat. Tat exon 1 is moderately 
conserved and Tat exon 2 has highly conserved 
motifs. Therefore, tat gene can certainly be targeted 
against the combat between human and HIV. It has 
been reported that endolysosomes actively involved in 
the HIV-1 Tat-induced neurotoxicity and henceforth 
may definitely act as a target for therapeutic 
intervention against HAND (Hui et al., 2012). 
 The Tat protein based vaccine approach is 
important because it plays a crucial role in HIV-1 
replication and it helps virus to be more pathogenic 
through its multifaceted functions and activities. 
Extracellular Tat also interacts with a variety of surface 
receptors, including integrin receptors and members of 
vascular endothelial growth factors family and activates 
various intracellular transduction pathways. Evidence 
also indicates that Tat can activate the expression of a 
number of heterologous viral promoters, such as herpes 
viruses, HTLV-1 and -2 and others, implying that Tat 
may be also involved in the development of AIDS-
associated opportunistic infections. Finally, the Tat 
protein, both intracellular and extracellular, exerts key 
roles in the pathogenesis of AIDS-associated tumors 
and HIV associated Dementia described as earlier. 
 Focusing on the Tat protein represents a radically 
different approach to construct a vaccine against HIV-1. 
The rationale for this approach is based upon the following 
scientific evidences. Tat can be well targeted as it is 
proved that Antibody to HIV-1 Tat protein inhibits the 
replication of virus in culture (Steinaa et al., 1994). It is 
also scientifically believed that HIV-1 Tat protein can act 
both as a target and a tool in therapeutic approaches 
against HIV virus (Watson and Edwards, 1999). 

 Tat antibodies in human serum: Tat based vaccine 
creates interest, by the discovery that seropositive long 
term non progressors had a higher level of Tat 
antibodies than rapid progressors. So therefore it is a 
notable thing that mutation in Tat variants can affect 
immunogenicity and recognition. 
 The presence of anti-Tat antibodies seems to 
protect infected individuals from progressing to 
AIDS. In fact, anti-Tat antibodies are more 
frequently found in the early stage of the disease 
than during the symptomatic stages. Finally, in 
studies conducted over long period of times 
(longitudinal studies), anti-Tat antibodies have been 
associated with a slower disease progression. 
 Anti-Tat cytotoxic (CD8+) T Lymphocytes 
(CTLs) are frequently found in individuals who are 
infected naturally by HIV. CD8+T cell responses 
correlate with early virus control in both humans and 
experimental animals. 
 The immunogenic regions (those capable of 
producing an immune response) of Tat are conserved 
among the different HIV-1 clades, different 
evolutionary forms of the HIV-1 virus that have 
originated over the years. In fact, cross-clade 
recognition of the Tat B clade has been observed with 
sera from Ugandan, South African and Italian patients 
with infections of different subtypes. In addition, key 
regions of the Tat protein are well conserved among the 
circulating virus clades. The data from these studies 
suggests that a Tat vaccine may be useful in different 
geographic areas of the world. 
 In addition to representing a valuable antigen for 
an HIV/AIDS vaccine, biologically active Tat has 
immunomodulatory features that make it an attractive 
adjuvant (substance that increases the immune 
response) for other antigens. Recent data shows that 
Monocyte-Derived Dendritic Cells (MDDC) and 
macrophages efficiently and rapidly take up native Tat, 
i.e., the biologically active form of Tat. After uptake, 
native Tat promotes MDDC maturation and activation. 
Activation includes increased expression of MHC 
antigens and co-stimulatory molecules, as well as 
increased production of cytokines and chemokines in 
TH-1 (helper T cells). All these events are key to obtain 
a successful iummunogenic response to vaccination. 
The RGD motif of Tat exon 2 has a crucial role in cell 
adhesion and it is quite conserved also, so it may 
definitely serve as a drug target. 
 The ESKKKVE motif is also highly conserved and 
important motif of Tat exon 2, which has a vital role in 
viral transcription, henceforth vaccine targeting this 
motif can be genuinely though of and deviced. 
 The data suggests that vaccination with Tat may 
modify the virus-host dynamics and control HIV-1 
replication both in primary infection (preventive 
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strategy) and in infected individuals (therapeutic 
strategy). Moreover, Tat can function as both an antigen 
and a potent adjuvant. Together, these features make Tat 
an optimal candidate for an HIV vaccine, alone or in 
combination with other antigens. Used in a therapeutic 
strategy, vaccinating seropositive (HIV-positive) patients 
with Tat should reduce HIV-1 replication and slow 
disease progression. Used in a preventive strategy, a Tat-
based vaccine could modify the virus-host dynamics at 
the very beginning of HIV infection, should it occur. As 
a result, critical immune cells would not be depleted and 
progression of the infection would be interrupted. This 
scenario is based on accumulating evidence suggesting 
that the viral load at the beginning of the infection is a 
strong indicator of progression to disease. Another 
advantage of a Tat-based vaccine approach is that it 
would allow discriminating vaccinated from 
unvaccinated individuals. This is possible because a Tat-
based vaccine does not contain structural HIV proteins 
on which current blood tests are based and therefore the 
Tat-vaccinated volunteer will not seroconvert (false 
positives). Italy has deviced the vaccine and send it for 
vaccine trials, same effort is required for the country to 
device for gene based drugs. Recently single 
immunization with the DermaVir therapeutic vaccine 
was tested safe and immunogenic in HIV-infected 
individuals by conducting experiments on potent 
induction of Tat-specific memory T cells, it was we 
speculated that DermaVir boosts T cell responses 
(Lisziewicz et al., 2012). HIV-1 Tat has been 
recognized as a striking target for both therapeutic and 
preventative vaccine against HIV-1. The Tat C-terminal 
region is of significant importance and manually 
designed Tat can present designed immunogenicity that 
upgrades Tat-specific antibodies against C-terminal 
regions (Liao et al., 2012). 
 
Future prospective: The cationic Tat peptide (48-56 
aa), called the Protein Transduction Domain (PTD) or 
Cell Penetrating Peptide, is widely used for 
intracellular delivery of macromolecules including 
oligonucleotides, peptides or proteins, low molecular 
weight drugs, nanoparticles and liposomes. This 
approach has also been exploited for developing novel 
neuroprotective strategies. 
 
Need of the hour: Ever since the virus is been available 
to human knowledge, the mankind us running in the race 
against the virus, but this combat against this deadly 
virus is not that easy. Today we need gene specific 
targeting drugs, which can focus on one particular gene 
or a part of gene that is motif, which is conserved and is 
most stable. This stable part can be very well targeted by 
the designed drugs. This is not a single man’s job; this 

requires a symphonic effect from researchers, scientists, 
drug designers, bioinformaticians, clinical researchers 
and policy makers. The need of the hour is to device a 
solid virus specific drug which may help mankind in 
combat with the virus. 
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